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Sentinel Internal Intelligence.
See what’s happening on the inside.
Find compromised machines quickly.
Identify and analyze your network’s vulnerabilities.
No equipment fees, no contract terms, and free to evaluate.

Find the malware fast.
Both a Sentinel IDS and scanning tool, the Internal Intelligence 
unit is the perfect compliment to a Sentinel IPS, allowing you 
to easily identify compromised machines on the LAN, correlate 
alerts with your Sentinel IPS, and perform regular vulnerability 
scans.

Find and fix your network’s vulnerabilities.
The Internal Intelligence box can scan your internal network, utiliz-
ing the industry-leading Qualys scanning tools. In fact, you get an 
annual scan for free with your Sentinel Internal Intelligence sub-
scription.

An extra layer of threat
intelligence, only with Sentinel.
Collective Intelligence Network Security 
(CINS) leverages data gathered from our 
global network of Sentinels. CINS analyzes 
this threat intelligence and continually 
pushes current and timely reputation-
based information back out to the Sentinel 
network.  We like to call it active threat 
intelligence.

CINSscore.com

Internal Intelligence
Hardware and Installation
The Internal Intelligence unit is built atop 
a rock-solid Dell 1U server.  It can accept 
mirrored traffic from a SPAN port or TAP, 
and utilizes a dedicated management port 
for access, monitoring, and updates.

  

Real, live support,
24 hours a day.
The Sentinel is monitored and managed 
24 hours a day. We’re here to help any 
time, whether the Sentinel is at the heart 
of the issue or not.  An extra set of eyes.  
Real people that really care about you and 
your network.  You simply won’t get this 
level of personal support from anyone else.

“With Sentinel, I sleep better at night.”

Sentinel IPS, CINS, and Internal Intelligence:
Protection on the outside, eyes on the inside.
Bundled together, an external Sentinel IPS and the Internal Intelligence unit 
offer a formidable combination of protection and threat intelligence in one 
affordable package. And with available remote logging functionality, both units 
can easily integrate with your existing syslog or SEIM.


